Work, Play in Comfort with Soothing, Sole-Supporting Sandals & Shoes
Flojos and Arcopédico Kick Up Comfort from the Beach to the Office
Whether at work or play, feet are constantly under a tremendous amount of pressure. While
uncomfortable shoes may be excusable for a one-time event, daily foot torture takes a toll on overall wellbeing. Arcopédico and Flojos offer extreme comfort, patented arch-support and massaging memory-foam
for sole-searchers everywhere to find the path to foot relief.
Arcopédico – Hard-Working Shoes for Hard-Working People
Arcopédico, Portugal-based makers of high-quality, hand-made comfort shoes, helps
women put their best foot forward with a line of anatomical shoes and boots featuring
patented twin-arch support. In leather, knit, as well as the versatile Lytech® material
(machine-washable, vegan, lightweight, water resistant and BioCalce Certified as
environmentally-friendly), Arcopédico is the essential professional shoe, and is also
perfect for traveling, walking and sightseeing.
Feel free and easy with the L19 (above, MSRP: $115), a lightweight booty with stylish side-ruching. The
soft, flexible Lytech® material keeps feet cozy all day, while the durable, shock-absorbing sole
provides sure footing.
Switch from stilettos to Arcopédico’s comfortable footwear with boots like
the classic N42 (at right, MSRP: $159), featuring a soft leather exterior and a
decorative snap. With a slight one-inch heel and an anti-microbial and cushioned
insole, these shoes are ready for work or play and keep feet feeling fresh all day.
Light as a feather, the flat L2 ballerina slipper (at left, MSRP: $79) is perfect for everything
from sight-seeing or packing into a carry-on, to pairing with leggings and a dress for an officeappropriate outfit. The flexible Lytech fabric conforms to the shape of the foot and allows healthy
circulation for ultimate comfort all day long.

Flojos – Spa Treatment Sandals for Tired Feet
Flojos (meaning “kick back” in Spanish), has been the top manufacturer of highquality sandals for the casual, active lifestyle since 1979. Their 2012 Comfort Series takes
memory-foam mattresses on-foot with cushy “waffle” or “egg-crate” recovery-wear soles.
Ideal casual wear for athletes, professionals, or day-spa-goers, Flojos’ comfort series
offers the R&R all feet need.
For Women: Combining deluxe comfort with diva-style, the Danica sandal
(pictured above; MSRP: $29) pairs the comfort sock with a gradient sparkle strap, in

brown/turquoise or black/silver. The Blair sandal, new in brown/fuchsia, lets feet live the dream with its cushy,
memory foam sole (right, MSRP: $29), while its sister sandal, the Xena, new in solid black, is enhanced with a
leather strap (MSRP: $29).
For Men: The classic Xander in black or brown (MSRP: $32) provides the waffled, memory foam base to
rejuvenate fatigued feet, while the Hummer ramps up the personal style with leather
straps and camo-khaki, brown/beige, black or brown color schemes (MSRP: $36).
New for the man who appreciates loafing in luxury, the Andre is a slip-on sandal with
no center toe-strap, allowing toes a chance to really relax (pictured right; brown,
black; MSRP: $39).
Arcopédico shoes can be purchased through online retailers such as Zappos.com, as well as at independent
shoe stores throughout the U.S. For more information, contact the company at (775) 322-0492.
Thousand Oaks, Calif.-based Flojos is one of the top sandal manufacturers and has offered high-quality
footwear for the casual, active lifestyle since 1979. A name synonymous with fashion, comfort and style, find
Flojos brand footwear (women’s, children’s, and men’s styles) nationwide in chain stores, surf shops, specialty
stores and fashion boutiques, or shop online at www.flojos.com or www.Facebook.com/Flojos.
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